HOW TO SAVE EXTRA TICKET LICENSE IMAGES TO
JPEGGER
Beginning with version 6.6, Scrap Dragon is able to accept one-time scans of Drivers License
images and store them in jpegger with the other images for the ticket. This feature will save the
image of the license with the ticket, but will not do any OCR or add it to the customer file. This is
useful to add a license image to a quick ticket or when the license of the delivering person is
required by law. If a company has multiple drivers that regularly deliver for them, it is
preferrable to set each of them up as a customer and use the ‘Pay To’ feature to reflect the
company as the owner of the scrap material. See the related articles below.
Windows Setup
1. Install the scanner to be used to capture the license images. This can be either the
Fujitsu ScanSnap 1100 or ScanShell 800.
JPEGger Setup
1. In the Jpegger configuration screen, add a camera to be used for capturing the id’s. This
is the same camera that is used to capture automatically created PDF images of Tickets,
Receipts and Checks. See the related articles below. Assign any name you want to the
camera such as ID or PDF. Set the camera type to ‘Single File’ but leave the file name
blank.
Scrap Dragon Setup
1. In Scrap Dragon, back office; maintenance; setup; local computer options; imaging tab.
enter the single file camera name that you setup in jpegger as the ID Save camera.
2. To capture a one-time scan of a Drivers License, press the ‘Ticket Info’ button from
within scrap buying. If the setup is correct, the ‘Scan License’ button will be enabled. It
is not necessary to press the button, just put the license into the scanner and the
scanning process will begin automatically.
3. To verify that the license scanned correctly, press the ‘View Ticket Pix’ button. The
scanned license should appear with the other ticket images.
4. A one-time scan of a Drivers License can also be done from the Edit Paid Ticket screen. If
the setup is correct, the ‘Scan License’ button will be enabled. It is not necessary to
press the button, just put the license into the scanner and the scanning process will
begin automatically.
5. To verify that the license scanned correctly, press the ‘View Ticket Pix’ button. The
scanned license should appear with the other ticket images
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